Governor’s Message

Oregon’s Approach to
Meeting Infrastructure Need
Oregon is embracing innovation and collaboration to meet the infrastructure needs of the 21st century.
By Governor John Kitzhaber, State of Oregon
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$50 trash bill that we like to complain about, but the $150
Internet bundle we all pay for without thinking. Beyond
the private sector, we cannot bridge the infrastructure gap
without engaging other key stakeholders like labor unions and
pensions to determine what these new innovative investment
partnerships might look like.
Over $1 trillion in infrastructure funding is needed
for west coast states alone. The current top down funding
approach is too rigid and too dependent on federal grants
to meet the challenge. A recent analysis by CH2M HILL
found widespread investor belief that bureaucracy, regulation
and local agency financial practices make partnerships
with government agencies unlikely and difficult. The
report concluded states must look at new models to deliver
infrastructure projects as the need for infrastructure grows and
capacity in state budgets decreases.
One such model is called Design-Build-Operate-Maintain.
Under this model the public owner enters into a performance
contract with a private entity, taking the risk off the public
entity’s shoulders and creating the best value on infrastructure
services over the life of a project. The D-B-O-M model
embraces the best attributes of the public and the private
participants, making the design and construction process more
efficient. While many traditional infrastructure projects will
still need to be funded using traditional bonding methods, the
Design-Build-Operate-Maintain model allows
investments in new innovative projects to be less
dependent on the vagaries of Washington, D.C.
and more resilient to the budget fluctuations that
many state and local governments face.
Here in Oregon we have taken concrete steps
to prepare for such investments. On November
14th, I issued an executive order to begin a
capital planning process that identifies Oregon’s
highest value capital investments and lays out a
sustained and consistent process for financing
these projects. Implementing this executive
order is critical if we are to get beyond common
practice of deferred maintenance, a significant
contributing factor in the current spending gap.
Additionally, we have started to explore a
new performance-based infrastructure model
that takes life-cycle costs into consideration.
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ike the rest of the nation, Oregon is suffering
from crumbling and outdated infrastructure. It is
a drag on our economy, on our ability to attract
and retain businesses and on our goal of putting
more communities – especially rural communities
– on a path to prosperity. In the post-earmark era, and with
dwindling state budgets, it is becoming increasingly clear we
cannot adequately fund needed infrastructure solely through
traditional bonding methods. We must engage private capital
in innovative solutions that leverage limited tax dollars
to build 21st century infrastructure and allow us to stay
competitive in a global economy.
The first step is re-thinking our current definition of
infrastructure. We need a new strategy not just for “core”
infrastructure like bridge and road projects, but also “innovation”
infrastructure projects like energy efficient buildings,
transmission lines, water projects and a smart grid. Both types
of projects are essential to sustain healthy communities that are
more resilient to inevitable economic downturns.
We won’t achieve this new strategy with only government
driving the conversation, asking for more taxes and user fees.
Businesses, both big and small, have a critical role to play
in making the case for why finding new ways to put private
capital to work make sense. After all, a lot of our critical
infrastructure involves not just our $30 water bill or the
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 A view from the Willamette
River up into the Portland
skyline and the Riverplace
Marina. Downtown Portland sits
along the river, buffered by Tom
McCall Waterfront Park.

By building the long-term maintenance of a project into
the performance contract with a private contractor, we can
ensure a specified level of maintenance over the entire life
of the project. And if private contractors fail to provide the
specified level of maintenance, we can hold them accountable.
Importantly, this performance-based model retains publicownership of infrastructure.
Promising examples of Oregon’s innovative infrastructure
include our Cool Schools program, which is helping to retrofit
aging school buildings. We have bundled together capital from
the federal government, state funds, unions and impact investors
to make it cheaper and easier for local schools to reduce their
energy costs and create jobs. And we’re using innovative
approaches to finance small water projects, municipal lighting
through LEDs, and upgraded transmission lines.
But our infrastructure needs reach beyond our own state
borders. That’s why Oregon has partnered with California,
Washington, and British Columbia to launch the West Coast
Infrastructure Exchange (WCX), bringing together governors,
treasurers, and key infrastructure development agencies to
work together to get vital projects off the ground.
To directly address concerns of institutional investors, the
WCX aims to fill both the expertise gap at the local level

and the relationship gap between government and private
investors. With cost-saving innovations like performancebased management we can help governments stretch their tax
dollars to help smaller projects secure the kind of financing
that would otherwise be out of reach. Ultimately, the WCX
could act as a matching service, connecting local and crossjurisdictional projects with institutional capital.
The need for innovation and collaboration is apparent. And
our ideas are gaining momentum. Recently, the Brookings
Institution named the WCX as one of its “Top 10 Innovations
to Watch”. We have only begun to move forward with
these new approaches, but with efforts like the WCX and
performance-based infrastructure, I am confident we can build
the 21st century infrastructure necessary to meet the needs of
the 21st century economy.
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 A view from Portland west
hills looking east across the
Willamette River.
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We need a new strategy not just for “core” infrastructure
like bridge and road projects, but also “innovation” infrastructure
projects like energy efficient buildings, transmission lines,
water projects and a smart grid.

Governor John Kitzhaber was elected to
an unprecedented third term as Oregon’s
Governor in 2010. For more information,
visit www.governor.oregon.gov.

www.AmericanInfrastructureMag.com
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